
Frieda Doerfer
Eier/Eggs
26.03.16 – 07.05.16

Some years ago, while studying at the Hochschule Pforzheim, Frieda Doerfer 
became acquainted with the guilloché machine. She was fascinated by the sym-
metrical and intricate repetitive engraved patterns than can be made with this 
machine. Ever since then she has been working with this historical technique,
adapting it in an innovative manner. Her recent group of jewellery speak to the
world-famous Fabergé imperial enamel eggs, which are often also decorated 
with guilloché.
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announcements

Ra Gallery is pleased to present new work by Frieda Doerfer and by 
Katrin Feulner.
You are cordially invited to the opening of both exhibitions, at which the artists 
will be present, on Saturday 26 March, from 4 to 6 pm.

Sigurd Bronger was awarded the Bavarian
State Prize 2016 on 26 February last at the 
International Trade Fair in Munich for his
work in the international jewellery exhibition
Schmuck and RA Gallery’s adjacent 
presentation. 

Silver Art in the Netherlands. This exhibition
presents over 100 contemporary Dutch artistic silver
objects and utensils from the past three decades, 
including three works by Paul Derrez. 
16 April – 21 August 2016, Gemeentemuseum Den
Haag. With a publication.

exhibition

Katrin Feulner
Arbeiten/Work
26.03.16 – 07.05.16

The German word Arbeiten, or
Work in English, refers to both
the process and the result. For
Katrin Feulner working, the 
making of work, is the link 
between social, mental, and
physical activity.
She crafts her jewellery from
found objects, the function and
context of which she often does
not know. She disassembles
them and then creates sculp-
tural, wearable forms in an 
intensive and slow process of
growth and development.
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